
Competitive audit report for Kid's Chore site

1. Goals of competitive audit
My goal in this competitive audit is to identify my key competitors and review the products 
my competitors offer. 
I am looking at their visual layout and navigation, how they approach pricing for families, 
what features they offer, and their accessibility features. I also am examining what the 
competition does well and what they could do better; searching for their strengths and 
weaknesses.

2. Who are your key competitors?
My key competitors are: Chore Pad, Greenlight, Gohenry, Busy Kid and Wells Fargo. 
Greenlight, Gohenry, and Busy Kid are direct competitors, as they focus on kids chores 
and allowance payout. Chore Pad and Wells Fargo are indirect competitors as they offer 
only chores (Chore Pad) and a child's saving account (Wells Fargo).

3. What are the type and quality of competitorsʼ
products?
* Chore Pad is cohesive and easy to use. Users can see their options at a glance, and is
designed to be a fun experience for younger children, ages 4+, but only give stars as for 
of reward. Requires a Dropbox account to sync.

* Greenlight is clean and easy to navigate, with a good use of negative space and
minimalist icons and colors. The parent account is the main funding account, and allows 
up to a max of 4 child accounts. Also targeted to kids 4+

* Gohenry is for kids 6-18 and has with a more sophisticated layout and navigation. They
offer many features including set spending limits, option to choose where debit card can 
be used and real time notifications of spending.

* Busy Kid has a fun, clean layout design for kids from 9-11. They have a family plan, an
allowance tracker, the ability to customize chores, the ability to donate to multiple 
charities and invest in fractional stock options.

* Wells Fargo is not a chore app, but it does allow parents to set up a savings account for
their child(ren). They offer a joint ownership of parent/child account, and parents can 
monitor the child's spending.



4. How do competitors position themselves in the
market?
* Chore Pad—Markets itself as a "chores and rewards" interface, designed to make a
digital chore chart easy to access for kids and parents.

* Greenlight—Positions itself as a debit card for kids and teens. They have a chore base,
tied to their debit card for reward payouts.

* Gohenry-- Positions itself as a comprehensive financial learning tool for parents to teach
kids financial responsibility.

* Busy Kid—Markets itself itself as a kids debit chart and chores app, designed to help kids
earn allowance through chores.

* Wells Fargo--Positions itself as a public, full service bank that offers a parent/child
savings option for children under 18.

Things Chore Pad 
does well include:

Things Greenlight 
does well include:

Things Busy Kid 
does well include:

do better include:
*Offer a budget
calculator (first
step in planning a
wedding!)
* Offer their site
and translations in
more than one 
language

Things Wells Fargo 
does well include:

Spot could do
better include:
* Offer responsive
web version
* Clean up
hierarchy to find
items easier

Offers a star system to 
reward  young children for 
completion of chores

could do better
include:
* Offer responsive
web version
* Offer their site
and translations in
more than one 
language

Report could do
better include:
* Offer a mobile
app version

Simple, clean, colorful layout 
with child friendly, bright 
colors and icons

Set up and main user flow 
are simple and direct

Clean and easy to navigate, 
good use of colors and 
minimalist icons and colors.

Simple, clean layout; colorful 
but not overwhelming. Clear 
information architecture and 
hierarchy

Fun, clean layout designed 
to be attractive to kids 9-11 
years old, colorful but 
tasteful

Basic, minimalist  design , 
vibrant colors and 
straightforward hierarchy

Offers 2 different 
experiences, parent and 
child. 
Set single and weekly 
spending limits, Chose 
where debit card can be 
used, block and unblock 
cards easily

Family plan, allowance 
tracker, customize chores, 
allowance payout, Donate to 
charity, send bonuses, invest 
in fractonal stock.
Joint ownership for parent 
and child, parent can monitor 
child's activity of deposits 
and withdraws. Allows 
UTMA/UGMA

Set up is easy and intuitive, 
primary user flow is clear

Easy and intuitive sign in and 
navigation flow

Good, easy and intuitive sign 
in and navigation flow

Easy an intuitive user flow 
and simple sign in

Things Gohenry 
does well include:

5. Competitor Strengths: What do they do well? 



Things Zola does
well include:
* Simple, minimal 
but
comprehensive
design, easy to
navigate
* Offers a ton of
resources to help
plan and organize
weddings
* An in-app one
stop wedding

Things Wedding
Spot does well 
include:
* Beautiful 
photography
* Offers exclusive
deals and
discounts
* Allows users to
book free tours
through app

Things Weddmate
does well include:
* Simple, clean,
colorful layout
easy to navigate
* Consolidated
task widget
* Accessible in
many languages
* Links to vendor
contacts so users
can reach out
directly

Things The Venue
Report does well 
include:
* Beautiful,
elegant and
consistent
branding 
* Messaging
system to contact
one or more
vendors at a time
* Allows login to
save venues

 Things Chore 
Pad could do 
better include:

Things Greenlight 
could do better 
include:

*Chore Pad --"Chore Pad is changing the way families get their chores done, across the
world!" They offer parents the opportunity to take an active role in maintaining their own
home, while showing them what they can earn along the way.

*Greenlight--"Greenlight is a debit card and app for managing family finances." They offer
kids and parent companion apps with two different experiences: kids can save, earn and
invest, while parents have approval control.

*Gohenry--"Teaching Money Skills for Life." They say they are on a mission to make every
kid good with money and boast over 1.4 million customers.

*Busy Kid--"Kids have earned millions in allowance and invested hundreds of thousands
after completing chores through busy kids. They claim to be a financial literacy system that
helps children develop basic money management routines.

*Wells Fargo--"Simply your life and stay in Control with Wells Fargo." They boast you being
able to manage your finances, make check deposits, add cards to digital wallets, pay bills
and transfer funds.

Allow users to skip the on-
boarding welcome tour

Change color scheme to be 
WCAG compliant and offer 
more languages

Simple, clean, colorful layout 
with child friendly, bright 
colors and icons

Change color scheme to be 
WCAG compliant and offer 
more languages

Things Gohenry 
could do better 
include:

Things Busy Kids 
could do better 
include:

Things Wells Fargo
could do better 
include:

Offer investing in fractional 
stocks and more than one 
charity option.

Change color scheme to be 
WCAG compliant and offer 
more languages

Change color scheme to be 
WCAG compliant and offer 
more languages

Offer responsive 
web design

Offer additional 
languages than English 
and Spanish

Allow parents to customize 
monthly chore charts

6. Competitor Weaknesses: What could they improve? 

7. How do competitors talk about themselves? 



*Wells Fargo website is not responsive.
*Chore Pad, Greenlight, and Gohenry were not WCAG accessible
*None of the websites offered the child a away to search for chores

Some gaps we identified include:

8. Gaps 

9. Opportunities 

Some opportunities we identified include:

* Allow users to stay signed in and give each family member their 
own individual pin number
* Notificatioin for kids when a new chore has been added, or a 
reminder notification when a chore deadline approaches 
* Add a comprehensive monthly claendar that allows parents to 
set daily, weekly, and mothly chore schedules.
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